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 The paradigm of the smart factory is thought of as an innovative outline for 

the fourth industrial revolt. The GLOVA G7-DR20U is set as a programmable 

logic controller (PLC) for monitoring the performance of the smart factory 

while using the NodeMCU-V3 esp8266 as the internet of things (IoT) board 

for interaction between managers and the factory using the personal digital 

assistant (PDA) programming that has been written in the RabitMQ platform. 

The program logged inner PLC by applying ladder language for monitoring 

the performance of PLC. With the completion of intelligent PLC, it is likely 

to extend the existing making capability in the factory with simplicity. This 

work joins a PLC used as a parent control unit, apps, user programs, and 

human-machine interface, with the Internet. The proposed model of the smart 

factory holds two motors one for the parallel drive and the other for the upright 

drive. While running the system, we observe that the proposal is working 

correctly, and the reply to the interaction method via IoT is excellent. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The proposal is an extremely digitalized and experimentally associated food and beverage machinery 

facility that relies on intelligent industrialized. The simplified smart factory model, which is depicted in 

Figure 1, is thought to be a novel concept for the automation manufacturing revolution. This proposal is very 

helpful to our smart manufacturing factory automation machinery. 

Manufacturing process increases so high and helpful for serving the customer. Long before the term 

“automation” was used, utopian visions of an automated world were common. Elektro, a robot that could walk, 

communicate, and count on its fingers [1]–[6], was the centerpiece of Westinghouse’s display at the 1939 

World’s Fair. Regrettably, Elektro and his type were little more than examples of human operators controlling 

objects remotely. By the early 1960s, the computer had supplanted them in the public’s mind as something 

much more useful, but now, modern since is very improving “automation machinery” all over the world.  

The use of outdated equipment and systems causes issues in a variety of areas, including increased 

manufacturing costs, labor expenses, and time, limited defect detection, increased maintenance, and inaccurate 

data analysis [7]. Many vintage machinery and devices have complicated problem detection and maintenance 

processes, which are typically time-consuming tasks, making analysis of them challenging. Another problem that 

affects many different companies is data analysis [8]. There is no such mechanism that can periodically supply 

the product information for each machine and device [9], [10]. It might be difficult to extract crucial inputs from 

parts like turbines, valves, motors, and pumps, and difficult to integrate systems for efficient coordination and 

communication, which eventually causes activities to be delayed. Issues with fault, error, and failure detection in 

machines, lead to higher production losses [11]. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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Figure 1. Wireless networks connected automation system 

 

 

This proposal is very helpful to our smart manufacturing factory automation machinery. Therefore, our 

project increasingly discusses automation machinery instruments and equipment. Figure 1 graphically shows our 

proposed automated system. The wireless networks are connected to automation systems. For mortified smart 

programmable logic controller (PLC) and electric, electronic device namely server motor, motor drive, magnetic 

conductor, fuse, circuit breaker, electronic relay, timer, and connecting wireless network control device. 

Various types of sensors, which can be categorized as chemical, pressure, temperature, position, force, 

proximity, thermal, presence, flow, optical, automotive, sound, speed, magnetic, electric, heat, analog, and digital 

sensors, are utilized in a variety of electrical and electronic applications. A sensor is a device that monitors changes 

in physical, electrical, or other qualities and, typically, outputs an electrical or optical signal as a confirmation of 

the change in that particular quantity. It can be used in smart sensors, apps, operating control by the human-

machine interface (HMI), and smartphones. 

 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Programmable controllers are required to transfer data via Web browsers, link to databases using 

Structured Query Language (SQL), and even access cloud data via MQ Telemetry Transport (MQTT) in the 

industrial Internet of things (IoT) and Industry 4.0 worlds of today [12]–[14]. The majority of industrial 

facilities and businesses are implementing Industry 4.0 methods to address these issues. To enable smart 

processes and efficiency in the overall manufacturing operations, the manufacturing units are integrated with 

linked devices and networks, sensors, machines (for machine to machine communication), artificial 

intelligence, and robotics  [8], [11]–[17]. 

 

 

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The smart factory model, which is depicted in Figure 2, is thought to be a novel concept for the 

automation manufacturing revolution. Perceptibility, communication, and independence are the key 

characteristics of smart factories and smart homes that use electric equipment. Robotics are now more trusted 

by the industry. By using the Node MCU-V3 esp8266 as the IoT board for communication between the owner 

and the factory using smartphone programming, the GLOVA G7-DR20U is utilized as a PLC to control the 

operation of a smart factory. 

The mobile phone’s software was created using the RabbitMQ program. The program used within the 

PLC to control the PLC’s operation was developed in ladder language. One motor was used for horizontal 

movement and the other for vertical movement in the smart factory prototype. The system also includes a 

wireless signal supply and electric switching sensors. Each motor has sensors and switches attached to control 

movement. 
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Figure 2. Wireless network signal used for machinery operator and switching system., i.e., model of smart 

factory 

 

 

3.1.  Human machine interface 

A user interface or dashboard that links a human to a machine system or device is known as an HMI. 

Technically, the term can be used to describe any screen that enables user interaction with a device. HMI is 

frequently applied to industrial processes. Man-machine interface is another name for this technology, despite 

the fact that HMI is the more typical abbreviation. HMIs frequently use graphical user interfaces (GUIs) to 

provide visualization features. 

 

3.2.  Internet and manufacturing industry 

The phrase “Internet and manufacturing industry” refers to the adoption of information and 

communication technology by conventional manufacturing businesses to alter their current manner of 

production. Traditional manufacturers can now add hardware and software to automobiles, home appliances, 

accessories, and other industrial goods to enable Wi-Fi management of smart devices, automatic data collection 

and analysis, and other features. 

 

3.3.  Smart sensor 

Sensors are the standard sensors with embedded microprocessors and wireless connections that have 

the capability to track, inspect, and maintain a specific system. The primary distinction between smart sensors 

and regular sensors is that smart sensors offer a larger range of cognitive capabilities. Normal sensors typically 

have the ability to sense information and convert it into electrical impulses. The sensing element (transistor, 

capacitor, and photodiode), signal conduction and processing, and sensor interface are the three essential 

components of a typical sensor. 

Smart sensors process data by carrying out predetermined actions and activities after receiving input 

from the physical world. In essence, it combines a sensor and an interfering circuit. Making decisions involves 

the use of smart sensors, which also aid in the logical operation and two-way communication. The market for 

smart sensors is anticipated to grow at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 18% from 2016 to 2023. 

ESP8266’s NodeMCU-V3 firmware is used. In essence, it is a system-on-chip (SoC). An integrated circuit that 

incorporates all of a computer’s or other electronic system’s components is called an SoC. 
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3.4.  Full set of programming languages 

The full set of programming languages that are used in our design includes ladder logic, function block 

diagram, structured text, and C block. The PLC required two different kinds of inputs, both of which are direct 

current (DC) and alternate current (AC). The AC was entering the PLC, and by regulating the PLC’s starting 

switch, the NodeMCU-V3 board was used to link the PLC to the IoT. This means that the NodeMCU-V3 board 

and the manual start bottom button were the two techniques used to control the PLC work’s initialization. The 

other method used was the IoT. 

 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

We can add the machinery with a wireless connection to operate than using logic. Users can operate 

the machine from anywhere using the Internet through smart mobile phones and personal computers (PCs). As 

well as if there is any fault in the machine, then it will automatically send the notification to the users exactly 

where it happens. Therefore, those users can easily identify the problem if the machine does not work somehow. 

Manufacturing is an industry that really benefits from the IoT. Machines in the factory and even shelves in the 

warehouse can collect data to alert entities about problems and keep track of resources in real-time, improving 

efficiency and reducing costs. When the system is running, it is evident that it is operating very effectively and 

responding to the IoT communication system extremely well, as well as receiving and transferring information 

to the mobile phone without mistakes. 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, the use of outdated technology and systems causes issues in a variety of areas, such as 

increased manufacturing costs, time, and labor, limited defect detection, increased maintenance, and incorrect 

data analysis. Given that Industry 4.0 combines several of these key components: smart components, smart 

machines, digital factories, and connected factories, the ease of Industry 4.0 is somewhat of a challenge in 

present days. This paper focuses on building our smart manufacturing factory automation machinery by 

incorporating a PLC as the parent control unit, apps, and user program, HMI, with the Internet. When the 

system is running, it is evident that it is operating very effectively and responding to the IoT communication 

system extremely well, as well as receiving and transferring information to the mobile phone without mistakes. 

So, we can conclude that this research is very helpful to our smart manufacturing factory automation 

machinery. 
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